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Sirius is the brightest star in the night sky. Its
name is derived from the Greek word Σείριος
(Latin script: Seirios), meaning lit. 'glowing' or

'scorching'. The star is designated α Canis
Majoris, Latinized to Alpha Canis Majoris, and

abbreviated α CMa or Alpha CMa. 

Source:https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sirius



We would like to develop the Xrius
ecosystem using smart contracts on

the blockchain.

We also hope that the community will
experience both Xrius Ecosystem

Tools and decentralized finance with
the Xrius smart contract, which has a

deflationary feature.
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Token Name:  Xrius 

Symbol:  XRS

Web: www.xriustoken.com

Total Supply: 1.000.000.000.000 

0% Buy Fee. In Every Sell Transaction: 

2 % Fee is Auto Burned.

3% Fee is Auto added to Liquidity pool.

2 % Fee is Auto redistributed to holders.

3 % Fee is Auto sent to Marketing wallet.



"Xrius Chasing Crypto Tokens"
Once upon a time in the digital world of Cyberspace,
a brave adventurer named Aria set out on a quest to
find the legendary Prius Tokens. Upon hearing that

these tokens possess immense power and grant
their possessor unique abilities in the virtual world,

Aria's greatest adventure began.
Aria's journey began in the Enchanted Code Forest,
where she encountered complex mazes guarded by

elusive AI coding creatures. With each labyrinth
successfully traversed, Aria earned a valuable Xrius
Token, bringing her one step closer to unlocking the

ultimate prize.
As Aria travelled deeper into the virtual world's

landscapes, she encountered challenges such as
the Grok Firewall Fortress and the Binary Bitcoin

Bridge, where every step had to be carefully
considered. Along the way, she met fellow AI-

powered bots and formed alliances to overcome
complex puzzles designed to protect her hard-

collected and coveted Xrius Tokens.
Aria's journey grew more difficult as she levelled up,

as she encountered malware elemental minions -
mischievous beings who didn't want her to win the

game. With cunning strategy, a sense of adventure,
and quick thinking, she defeated these enemies to

protect herself and her precious Xrius tokens.
As the missions progressed, Aria uncovered the

secrets of the algorithmic archives, where the key to
unlocking the true potential of the Xrius Tokens lay

hidden in old mission scenarios. It became clear that
the power within these tokens was not only a tool for
personal advancement, but also a force for good in

the virtual realm.
Finally, after facing the final quest challenge in the

Quantum Fortress, the doors to the new virtual
world were opened and the heroine Aria was

revealed.
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